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present invention relates to a fluid-filled elastic hollow-body having a cavity, a pressure increasing device in the cavity, a valve,
a filling device, and a base. Fluid-filled elastic hollow-bodies of this type are generally known. In the known fluid-filled elastic
hollow-bodies, there is used as the pressure increasing device a diaphragm which is formed integrally with the wall defining the
cavity or a member which is adhered to the wall defining the cavity, for example, by adhesive. The pressure increasing device

serving to increase the pressure of the fluid filled in the cavity is located, for example, at the interior of the base or at the
vicinity of the base. When the fluid-filled elastic hollow-body is, for example, a gas bag for an automobile or an air bag for a

body of a human or an animal in an inflated state, the pressure of the gas filled in the hollow-body is increased by means of the
pressure increasing device to a great extent. When the hollow-body is pressed by the gas pressure at a point, the pressure is

increased more by the pressure increasing device than at another portion. Therefore, the pressure at the point acts as a pressure-
increasing acting force which drives the pressure increasing device. As a result, an undesirable deformation or rupture of the
pressure increasing device or the base is caused. According to the conventional fluid-filled elastic hollow-body, the pressure

increasing device is provided at the interior of the base or at the vicinity of the base. Therefore, the base is difficult to fabricate,
and an increase in weight and cost of the base is caused.--- title: C28486 ms.date
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